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A Different Blue
As Allison Monroe balances work, school and her
elderly Gram, she has little time left for herself. Sure,
she secretly dreams of a fairytale romance, but she is
content living vicariously through her promiscuous,
quirky best friend Izzy. However, Izzy has other plans.
Intent on finding her friend a man, Izzy drags Ally to a
local hockey game. Ally doesn't know anything about
hockey, except for Izzy's hormone-fueled description
of sweaty men in uniforms, but she tries to be a good
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sport anyway. To Ally's surprise, she enjoys the fastpaced game and is even more stunned when she
collides into star player Benjamin Price, practically
knocking him off his skates. Ben plays for the Red
Valley Razors and has everything that Ally does not:
an exciting career, a multi-million dollar home
overlooking the city and, of course, a fast car. Ben
opens up an exciting new world for Ally and easily
sweeps her off her feet with his boyish good looks and
athletic charm. When his contract with the Razors
expires and he is offered the chance to play for the
best team in the league, which just so happens to be
1300 miles away, Ally risks losing everything. Will
they end up on thin ice when life threatens to tear
them apart? With the support of her family and
friends, Ally experiences life, love, letting go and
discovers that the true meaning of home isn't
necessarily an address.

In a Badger Way
There’s nothing like a good-ol’-boy wolf. And ace
security expert Ricky Lee Reed serves, protects and
seduces with all the right moves Sure, Toni Jean-Louis
Parker has to be the responsible oldest sister to a
crazy-brilliant clan of jackal siblings. But now she’s
cutting loose for some hot, sweaty, no-commitments
fun—and the sexy, slow-talking, swift-moving
predator assigned to keep her family safe is just the
right thing to shapeshift her love life into overdrive.
Trouble is, he’s starting to get all obsessive wolf on
her every time he looks in her direction Getting
serious about anyone isn’t in Ricky Lee Reed’s plans.
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Hell, even now he doesn’t really have a plan—outside
of catching whoever is threatening this dangerously
brilliant family. But the more he sees of Toni, the
more he’s howling for her. And whatever it takes to
convince her that what they have is everything, well,
this wily wolf is down for the sizzling chase

Beast Behaving Badly
Livy Kowalski has no time for idiots. When you
shapeshift into a honey badger, getting through life's
irritants is a finely honed skill. Until she gets stuck
housing her nutso cousin and dealing with her dad's
untimely and unexplained demise. That's where Vic
Barinov comes in - or his house does. Vic can't step
outside without coming back to find Livy devouring
his honey stash and getting the TV remote sticky. It
gets his animal instincts all riled up. But he'll have to
woo her at high speed: all hell is breaking loose, and
Livy is leading the charge.

Phantastes
“Hot and humorous.” —USAToday.com Petite, kind,
brilliant, and young, Stevie is nothing like the usual
women bodyguard Shen Li is interested in. Even more
surprising, the youngest of the lethal, ball-busting,
and beautiful MacKilligan sisters is terrified of bears.
But she’s not terrified of pandas. She loves pandas.
Which means that whether Shen wants her to or not,
she simply won’t stop cuddling him. He isn’t some
stuffed Giant Panda, ya know! He is a Giant Panda
shifter. He deserves respect and personal space.
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Something that little hybrid is completely ignoring.
But Stevie has a way of finding trouble. Like going
undercover to take down a scientist experimenting on
other shifters. For what, Shen doesn’t want to know,
but they’d better find out. And fast. Stevie might be
the least violent of the honey badger sisters, but
she’s the most dangerous to Shen’s peace of mind.
Because she has absolutely no idea how much trouble
they’re in . . . or just how damn adorable she is.

The Beast In Him
Read Tessa Adams's posts on the Penguin Blog. A
new erotic paranormal series, starring dragon
shapeshifters, kicks off with a very sexy debut Prince
Dylan MacLeod is one of the last pure-blood dragon
shape- shifters-and ruler of a dying race, the
Dragonstar clan. It falls to him to protect his people
and their ancient magic. But he has one important
duty: to provide an heir Like all dragons, Dylan, who
has a dark, rampant sexual appetite, can only
procreate with his destined mate-for whom he's
searched for the last five hundred years. But his quest
is delayed when a disease sweeps through the
Dragonstars, and Dylan must venture to the human
world to find a cure. He tracks down bio-chemist
Phoebe Quillum, never imagining the beautiful
scientist would be the mate he's been seeking. But
even with the fate of the clan on their shoulders,
Phoebe and Dylan are overcome by their sexual
desire. Their passion turns to something truer, but
when Phoebe is kidnapped by Dylan's oldest enemy,
he must risk everything for his love and his clan
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The Mystwick School of Musicraft
The complete eBook collection of all thirteen Miss
Marple mysteries including the short stories by the
Queen of Mystery herself, Agatha Christie, including
The Murder at the Vicarage, The Body in the Library,
The Moving Finger, A Murder is Announced, They Do It
With Mirrors, A Pocketful of Rye, 4:50 from
Paddington, The Mirror Crack'd from Side to Side, A
Caribbean Mystery, At Bertram's Hotel, Nemesis,
Sleeping Murder, and Miss Marple: The Complete
Short Stories.

Trio of Seduction
"If you enjoy nonstop laughter, snark, and witty
banter. . .look no further!" --Smexy Books Animal
magnetism has a whole new meaning. . . Some things
are so worth waiting for. Like the moment when
Jessica Ward "accidentally" bumps into heartthrob
Bobby Ray Smith and shows him just how far she's
come since high school. Back then, Jess turned to jelly
any time Smitty got near her. Some things haven't
changed. Except now Jess is a success on her own
terms. And she can enjoy a romp--or twenty--with a
big, bad wolf and walk away. Easy. The sexy, polished
CEO who hires Smitty's security firm might be a
million miles from the lovable geek he knew, but her
kiss, her touch, is every bit as hot as he imagined.
Jess was never the kind to ask for help, and she
doesn't want it now--but someone is targeting her
Pack. And Smitty's not going to turn tail and run. Not
before proving that their sheet-scorching animal lust
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is only the start of something even wilder. . . Praise
for Shelly Laurenston's novels "Bear Meets Girl is
hilarious, sexy fun." --Heroes and Heartbreakers "Fastpaced action and smoking hot love scenes." --RT Book
Reviews TOP PICK on Wolf with Benefits

Jewel's Story Book
Badger to the Bone
The Royal Book of Oz (1921) is the fifteenth in the
series of Oz books, and the first, by Ruth Plumly
Thompson, to be written after L. Frank Baum's death.
Although Baum was credited as the author, it was
written entirely by Thompson. Beginning in the 1980s,
some editions have correctly credited Thompson, [1]
although the cover of the 2001 edition by Dover
Publications credits only Baum. The original
introduction claimed that the book was based on
notes by Baum, but this has been disproved. Baum's
surviving notes, known as "An Oz Book" [2] are known
from four typewritten pages found at his publisher's,
but their authenticity as Baum's work has been
disputed. Even if genuine, they bear no resemblance
to Thompson's book

Shelly Laurenston Bundle: The Beast In
Him, The Mane Event, Big Bad Beast &
Bear Meets Girl
Eggie Ray Smith may be a wolf and a killer, but he’s
one of the good guys in this sizzling novella by
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NewYork Times bestselling author Shelly Laurenston .
. . LIKE A WOLF WITH A BONE Quiet little Darla Lewis
doesn’t know what to think when the most-feared
member of the South’s rowdiest wolf pack kidnaps
her. Does he want to protect her or kill her? It could
be either! Everyone knows about Egbert Ray Smith
and how dangerous he is. Every pack avoids him, and
the U.S. military uses him as their own killing
machine. And Darla is just a nice girl who likes to
bake and occasionally follow the Grateful Dead
around. She doesn’t have time for this sort of
foolishness. And yet . . . there is something about
Eggie Ray. He just doesn’t seem as bad as everyone
says. In fact, the more she gets to know him, the
cuddlier he seems. Something her overprotective
family is not going to be happy to hear . . . Praise for
the Novels of Shelly Laurenston “Hot and humorous.”
—USAToday.com “Shelly Laurenston’s shifter books
are full of oddball characters, strong females with
attitude and dialogue that can have you laughing out
loud.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer “A little bit of
everything . . . humor, passion, and suspense with a
touch of paranormal.” —FreshFiction

Howl for It
When the woman he loved but refused to make his
bondmate is attacked and left for dead, powerful
lupine shifter Jayce Kazan, regretting his decision, is
determined to save the beautiful human seer and
prove that he is the one she should be with--forever.
Original.
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The Pride Series
Out of Control chronicles the dawn of a new era in
which the machines and systems that drive our
economy are so complex and autonomous as to be
indistinguishable from living things.

Desire Untamed
They are called Feral Warriors—an elite band of
immortals who can change shape at will. Sworn to rid
the world of evil, consumed by sorcery and seduction,
their wild natures are primed for release . . . Kara
MacAllister's quiet small-town life is transformed
forever the night a powerful stranger rips her from her
home, claiming she is the chosen one—the key to his
survival. Spiriting her away into the rain-soaked night,
Lyon reveals a truth Kara can barely credit. She's
immortal, and the only one who can save his race.
And deep within her, he arouses a fierce, primal
hunger beyond anything she's ever imagined. But
only when their lives are threatened by an ancient
evil will Kara and Lyon realize they have found a love
they would risk their immortal souls to claim . . . and a
powerful desire that could never, ever be tamed.

Home Ice
Ric Van Holtz is more than he seems, nothing you
expect--and everything you want. . . When it comes to
following her instincts, former Marine Dee-Ann Smith
never holds back. And this deadly member of a shifter
protection group will do anything to prove one of her
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own kind is having hybrids captured for dogfights.
Trouble is, her too-cute, rich-boy boss Ric Van Holtz is
making it real hard for Dee to keep her heart safe.
He's wanted the fiercely independent she-wolf from
day one, but he never expected their teamwork to be
so explosive. Now is his last chance to show Dee what
she needs isn't some in-your-face Alpha male--but a
wily, resourceful wolf who'll always have her back in a
fight. . .and between the sheets. Praise for the novels
of Shelly Laurenston "Delicious, sexy and wicked fun!"
--New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter
on Bear Meets Girl "Non-stop laughter, snark, and
witty banter." --SmexyBooks on Beast Behaving Badly

Hot and Badgered
Blue Echohawk doesn't know who she is. She doesn't
know her real name or when she was born.
Abandoned at two and raised by a drifter, she didn't
attend school until she was ten years old. At nineteen,
when most kids her age are attending college or
moving on with life, she is just a senior in high school.
With no mother, no father, no faith, and no future,
Blue Echohawk is a difficult student, to say the least.
Tough, hard and overtly sexy, she is the complete
opposite of the young British teacher who decides he
is up for the challenge, and takes the troublemaker
under his wing. This is the story of a nobody who
becomes somebody. It is the story of an unlikely
friendship, where hope fosters healing and
redemption becomes love. But falling in love can be
hard when you don't know who you are. Falling in love
with someone who knows exactly who they are and
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exactly why they can't love you back might be
impossible.

Wuthering Heights
A leader of an otherworldly clan whose sexual energy
is a life force seeks to restore his dying world by
choosing a mate, a quest during which he
unexpectedly falls in love with a woman from an
enemy Healer race who would unite their estranged
people. (Erotica). By the author of Vision of Seduction.
Original.

St. Winifred's
The Complete Miss Marple Collection
He's big, burly, and way smarter than your average
shapeshifting bear. He's also about to get trapped by
own his game. . . Lou Crushek is a reasonable,
mellow, easygoing kind of guy. But once someone
starts killing the scumbags he works so hard to bust,
that really gets under his fur. Especially when that
someone is a curvy she-tiger with a skill set that's
turning Crush's lone-bear world upside down--and
bringing his passion out of hibernation. . . As a
member of an elite feline protection unit, Marcella
Malone has no problem body-dropping anyone who
hunts her kind. But Crush is proving one major pain in
her gorgeous tail. The only reason she's joined forces
with him is to track down the wealthy human who's
got her entire species in his ruthless sights. It sure
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isn't because Crush's stubborn and contrary attitude
is rubbing Cella in all the right ways. . . "Laurenston's
characters shine with wit and depth." --Publishers
Weekly on Belong to the Night

Something Wicked This Way Comes
"Hot and humorous." --USAToday.com It's not every
day that a beautiful naked woman falls out of the sky
and lands face-first on grizzly shifter Berg Dunn's
hotel balcony. Definitely they don't usually hop up
and demand his best gun. Berg gives the lady a
grizzly-sized t-shirt and his cell phone, too, just on
style points. And then she's gone, taking his XXXL
heart with her. By the time he figures out she's a
honey badger shifter, it's too late. Honey badgers are
survivors. Brutal, vicious, ill-tempered survivors. Or
maybe Charlie Taylor-MacKilligan is just pissed that
her useless father is trying to get them all killed
again, and won't even tell her how. Protecting her
little sisters has always been her job, and she's not
about to let some pesky giant grizzly protection
specialist with a network of every shifter in Manhattan
get in her way. Wait. He's trying to help? Why would
he want to do that? He's cute enough that she just
might let him tag along--that is, if he can keep up

Bite Me
A pair of shape-shifting Alpha males get their
romantic comeuppance in two paranormal
romances--Miss Congeniality by Shelly Laurenston, as
a handsome shape-shifter rescues Professor Irene
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Conridge from her enemies, and Cynthia Eden's
Wicked Ways, in which the hero helps gorgeous
MIranda Shaw escape a killer vampire. Original.

Like a Wolf with a Bone
Twelve-year-old Amelia gets the opportunity to attend
a boarding school and learn how to use music to
create magic, hoping to become a Maestro like her
deceased mother.

Dark Embers
In The Mane Event, Shelly Laurenston introduced a
whole new breed of heroes--sexy, shape-shifting
hunks who redefine the term Alpha male. Now, in The
Beast In Him, one gorgeous lone wolf is about to meet
his match. . . Some things are so worth waiting for.
Like the moment when Jessica Ward "accidentally"
bumps into Bobby Ray Smith and shows him just how
far she's come since high school. Back then, Jess's
gangly limbs and bruised heart turned to jelly any
time Smitty's "all the better to ravish you with" body
came near her. So, some things haven't changed.
Except now Jess is a success on her own terms. And
she can enjoy a romp--or twenty--with a big, bad wolf
and walk away. Easy. Mace Llewellyn. Brendon Shaw.
Two tall, gorgeous, sexy alpha heroes who are 100%
male--with a little something extra. Lion-shifters, to be
exact, who can unleash every woman's animal side
and still look good--make that spectacular--in a suit. .
.and even better out of it. . . NYPD cop Desiree "Dez"
MacDermot knows she's changed a lot since she
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palled around with her childhood buddy, Mace. But it's
fair to say that Mace has changed even more. It isn't
just those too-sexy gold eyes, or the six-four, built-likea-Navy Seal body. It's something in the way he sniffs
her neck and purrs, making her entire body tingle. . .
Meanwhile, for Tennessean Ronnie Lee Reed, New
York City is the place where any girl--even one who
runs with a Pack--can redefine herself. First order of
business: find a mate, settle down, and stop using
men for sex. Even big, gorgeous, lion shifter men like
Brendon Shaw. But she needn't worry, because now
that Brendon's set his sights on her, the predator in
him is ready to pounce and never let go. . . Seeing is
deceiving. And Ric Van Holtz, the wolfishly sexy hero
of Shelly Laurenston’s sizzling, wildly entertaining
new tale, is nothing you expect-and everything you
want When it comes to following her instincts, former
Marine Dee-Ann Smith never holds back. And this
deadly member of a shifter protection group will do
anything to prove one of her own kind is having
hybrids captured for dogfights. Trouble is, her toocute rich-boy boss Ric Van Holtz insists on helping
out. And his crazy-like-a-fox smarts and charming
persistence are making it real hard for Dee to keep
her heart safe. He's big, burly, and way smarter than
your average shapeshifting bear. He's also about to
get trapped by own his game. . . Lou Crushek is a
reasonable, mellow, easygoing kind of guy. But once
someone starts killing the scumbags he works so hard
to bust, that really gets under his fur. Especially when
that someone is a curvy she-tiger with a skill set
that's turning Crush's lone-bear world upside
down--and bringing his passion out of hibernation. . .
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The Unbearable Lightness of Being
Passion Untamed
This brisk retelling of Le Morte D'Arthur highlights the
narrative drive, humor, and poignancy of Sir Thomas
Malory’s original while updating his fifteenth-century
English and selectively pruning over-elaborate
passages that can try the patience of modern readers.
The result is an adaptation that readers can enjoy as
a fresh approach to Malory's sprawling masterpiece.
The book's most famous episodes--the sword in the
stone, the cataclysmic final battle--are all here, while
lesser-known key episodes stand forth with new
brightness and clarity. The text is accompanied by an
up-to-date bibliography, including websites and video
resources, and a descriptive index keyed--like the
retelling itself--to the book and chapter divisions of
William Caxton's first printed edition of 1485.

The Indian in the Cupboard
When He Was Bad
When The Unbearable Lightness of Being was first
published in English, it was hailed as "a work of the
boldest mastery, originality, and richness" by critic
Elizabeth Hardwick and named one of the best books
of 1984 by the New York Times Book Review. It went
on to win the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for Fiction
and quickly became an international bestseller.
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Twenty years later, the novel has established itself as
a modern classic. To commemorate the anniversary
of its first English-language publication, HarperCollins
is proud to offer a special hardcover edition. A young
woman in love with a man torn between his love for
her and his incorrigible womanizing; one of his
mistresses and her humbly faithful lover -- these are
the two couples whose story is told in this masterful
novel. Controlled by day, Tereza's jealousy awakens
by night, transformed into ineffably sad deathdreams, while Tomas, a successful surgeon,
alternates loving devotion to the dependent Tereza
with the ardent pursuit of other women. Sabina, an
independent, free-spirited artist, lives her life as a
series of betrayals -- of parents, husband, country,
love itself -- whereas her lover, the intellectual Franz,
loses all because of his earnest goodness and fidelity.
In a world in which lives are shaped by irrevocable
choices and by fortuitous events, a world in which
everything occurs but once, existence seems to lose
its substance, its weight. Hence we feel, says the
novelist, "the unbearable lightness of being" -- not
only as the consequence of our private acts but also
in the public sphere, and the two inevitably
intertwine. This magnificent novel encompasses the
extremes of comedy and tragedy, and embraces, it
seems, all aspects of human existence. It juxtaposes
geographically distant places (Prague, Geneva, Paris,
Thailand, the United States, a forlorn Bohemian
village); brilliant and playful reflections (on "eternal
return," on kitsch, on man and animals -- Tomas and
Tereza have a beloved doe named Karenin); and a
variety of styles (from the farcical to the elegiac) to
take its place as perhaps the major achievement of
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one of the world's truly great writers.

Big Bad Beast
Following Desire Untamed and Obsession Untamed,
Passion Untamed is the third book in Pamela Palmer’s
outstanding Feral Warriors series about an elite band
of fierce and sexy shape-shifter warriors who are
sworn to protect the world from evil. This paranormal
romance features Paenther, a powerful and
dangerous immortal who must trust a beautiful witch
in order to survive.

Hotter After Midnight
Full of magic and appealing characters, this classic
novel takes readers on a remarkable adventure. It's
Omri's birthday, but all he gets from his best friend,
Patrick, is a little plastic Indian toy. Trying to hide his
disappointment, Omri puts the Indian in a metal
cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious
skeleton key that once belonged to his greatgrandmother. Little does Omri know that by turning
the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic Indian
into a real live man from an altogether different time
and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear
could hardly be more different, yet soon the two forge
a very special friendship. Will Omri be able to keep
Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his
precious Indian from him?

Out Of Control
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Two boys' lives are changed forever when a sinister
travelling carnival stops at their Illinois town.

Le Morte D'Arthur
A feline shifter finds a man who makes her roar in a
novel by the New York Times-bestselling author who
has “a gift with words and humor” (USA Today).
Growing up on the tough Philly streets, Gwen O'Neill
knows how to fend for herself. But what is she
supposed to do with a nice suburban Jersey boy who
has a tendency to turn into a massive Grizzly? Despite
his menacing growl and four-inch claws, Gwen finds
Lachlan "Lock" MacRyrie cute and really sweet. He
actually watches out for her, and unlike the rest of her
out-of-control family, manages not to morbidly
embarrass her. Too bad cats don't believe in forever.
At nearly seven feet tall, Lock is used to people
responding to him in two ways: screaming or running
away. Gwen--half lioness, half tigress, all kickass--does neither. She's sexy beyond belief and smart
as hell, but she's so busy protecting her family and
friends that she's forgetting about her own safety.
Lock probably shouldn't get involved, but he can't
simply walk away. Not when Gwen means absolutely
everything to him. “With a sharp eye for detail,
Laurenston manages to combine Animal Planet and
The Sopranos with bonus life-altering roller derby.
Fans of the series will enjoy this latest
addition.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for Shelly
Laurenston's novels "Bear Meets Girl is hilarious, sexy
fun."--Heroes and Heartbreakers "Fast-paced action
and smoking hot love scenes." --RT Book Reviews Top
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Pick on Wolf with Benefits

The Mane Attraction
Mace Llewellyn. Brendon Shaw. Two tall, gorgeous,
sexy alpha heroes who are 100% male—with a little
something extra. Lion-shifters, to be exact, who can
unleash every woman's animal side and still look
good—make that spectacular—in a suit. . .and even
better out of it. . . NYPD cop Desiree "Dez"
MacDermot knows she's changed a lot since she
palled around with her childhood buddy, Mace. But it's
fair to say that Mace has changed even more. It isn't
just those too-sexy gold eyes, or the six-four, built-likea-Navy Seal body. It's something in the way he sniffs
her neck and purrs, making her entire body tingle. . .
Meanwhile, for Tennessean Ronnie Lee Reed, New
York City is the place where any girl—even one who
runs with a Pack—can redefine herself. First order of
business: find a mate, settle down, and stop using
men for sex. Even big, gorgeous, lion shifter men like
Brendon Shaw. But she needn't worry, because now
that Brendon's set his sights on her, the predator in
him is ready to pounce and never let go. . .

The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories
Even the king of the beasts can find himself
unexpectedly tamed by the right woman. . . Weddings
have the strangest effect on people. Exhibit 1: Sissy
Mae waking up in Mitch Shaw's bed the morning after
her brother Bobby Ray's nuptials. Exhibit 2: the
gunmen trying to kill Mitch. Exhibit 3: Sissy Mae
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escorting a bleeding yet sexy lion shifter to her
Tennessee Pack's turf for safe keeping. It doesn't help
that Mitch's appraising gaze makes her feel like the
most desirable creature on earth. . . Mitch is an
undercover cop about to testify against some
dangerous ex-associates. Even more worrisome, he's
harboring hot, X-rated fantasies about one fast-talking
little canine--and he has to deal with every male in
Sissy Mae's Pack sniffing around her in a way that
makes his hackles rise. Mitch has his pride, and he
intends to show Sissy Mae that when a lion sets out to
make you his mate, the only thing to do is purr, roll
over, and enjoy one hell of a ride. . . "Laurenston's
latest couple is unabashedly sexual, which makes
their emotional battle of wills all the more enjoyable."
--Romantic Times

Goblin Market
A Seductive Nighttime World. . . Dr. Emily Drake's
psychotherapy patients tend to be a little unusual.
Instead of midlife crises and mother fixations, Emily
treats vampires with blood phobias and sex-demons
looking for meaningful relationships. But healing
these powerful beings requires an important rule:
Never trust a shifter. Especially not one like Detective
Colin Gyth, whose gold-flecked eyes and predatory air
make Emily realize how much she longs to lose
control. . . A Dark And Dangerous Hunger. . . Colin
can't believe the doctor he has to work with on the
Night Butcher murder case is the one person who
could expose his true identity as a wolf shifter. Smart
and sexy, Emily brings out the alpha male in Colin,
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unleashing a wild desire that takes them both over
the edge. . .. But in the shadows, the Night Butcher
waits, eager to spill Emily's blood and taste her terror.
And he'll use any means to destroy her, including the
one person she has grown to trust. . . "Highly sensual
and definitely dangerous." --Shannon McKenna "A
cross between CSI and Medium, only hotter and with
a hero that truly has bite!" --Jacquelyn Frank

Wolf with Benefits
This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series.
The creators of this series are united by passion for
literature and driven by the intention of making all
public domain books available in printed format again
- worldwide. At tredition we believe that a great book
never goes out of style. Several mostly non-profit
literature projects provide content to tredition. To
support their good work, tredition donates a portion of
the proceeds from each sold copy. As a reader of a
TREDITION CLASSICS book, you support our mission
to save many of the amazing works of world literature
from oblivion.

The Mane Event
After "Little Women's" immediate commercial and
critical success readers demanded to know more
about Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy. In "Good Wives", Louisa
May Alcott follows the dinamic life of the beloved
March sisters and their further character
development. The novel together with its sequels
"Little Men", and "Jo's Boys", has been one of the
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most widely read in the world. It has inspired
numerous adaptations including a 2019 movie
starring Emma Watson with six Academy Award
nominations. Louisa May Alcott (1832 – 1888) was an
American novelist, short story writer and poet.Having
grown up in poverty, May Alcott was a passionate
advocate for women's rights and abolitionist. She is
best known as the author of the March Family Series:
"Little Women", "Good Wives", "Little Men" and "Jo's
Boys". The story of the March sisters has inspired
numerous adaptations including a 2019 movie
starring Emma Watson with six Academy Award
nominations.

Bear Meets Girl
Some men just have more to offer. Like hard-muscled,
shape-shifting Bo Novikov--part polar bear, part lion,
pure alpha. . . Ten years after Blayne Thorpe first
encountered Bo Novikov, she still can't get the
smooth-talking shifter out of her head. Now he's
shadowing her in New York--all seven-plus feet of
him--determined to protect her from stalkers who
want to use her in shifter dogfights. Even if he has to
drag her off to an isolated Maine town where the only
neighbors are other bears almost as crazy as he is. . .
Let sleeping dogs lie. Bo knows it's good advice, but
he can't leave Blayne be. Blame it on her sweet
sexiness--or his hunch that there's more to this little
wolfdog than meets the eye. Blayne has depths he
hasn't yet begun to fathom--much as he'd like to. She
may insist Bo's nothing but a pain in her delectable
behind, but polar bears have patience in spades. Soon
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she'll realize how good they can be together. And
when she does, animal instinct tells him it'll be worth
the wait. . . "Non-stop laughter, snark, and witty
banter." –SmexyBooks Praise for the novels of Shelly
Laurenston "Delicious, sexy and wicked fun!" --New
York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter on Bear
Meets Girl

The Mane Squeeze
The Royal Book of Oz Illustrated
USA Today Bestseller An Amazon Best Book of the
Year Selection “When it comes to combining offbeat
humor and mayhem, it is tough to beat Laurenston.”
—RT Book Reviews She’s the woman he’s been hired
to kidnap. But ZeZé Vargas has other ideas . . . like
getting them both out of this nightmare alive. Just one
problem. She’s crazy. Certifiably. Because while he’s
plotting their escape, the petite Asian beauty is
plotting something much more deadly . . . Max “Kill It
Again” MacKilligan has no idea what one of her own is
doing with all these criminal humans until she realizes
that Zé has no idea who or what he is. Or exactly how
much power he truly has. But Max is more than happy
to bring this handsome jaguar shifter into her world
and show him everything he’s been missing out on. A
move that might be the dumbest thing she’s ever
done once she realizes how far her enemies will go to
wipe her out. Too bad for them Zé is willing to do
whatever it takes to keep her alive . . . and honey
badgers are just so damn hard to kill!
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Mating Instinct
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY HELEN SIMPSON From
familiar fairy tales and legends âe" Red Riding Hood,
Bluebeard, Puss in Boots, Beauty and the Beast,
vampires and werewolves âe" Angela Carter has
created an absorbing collection of dark, sensual,
fantastic stories.

Good Wives
Relentless wolf shapeshifters hunt for your pleasure in
these sizzling stories by New York Times bestselling
authors Shelly Laurenston and Cynthia Eden . . . LIKE
A WOLF WITH A BONE Shelly Laurenston Quiet little
Darla Lewis couldn’t be happier when the most-feared
member of the South’s rowdiest pack kidnaps her. A
girl gets real tired of being overprotected by her own
shifter family, and there’s nothing like an oh-so-big
bad wolf to start a pack feud—and unleash her wildest
instincts. . . WED OR DEAD Cynthia Eden Gage Ryder
knew his human bride had a wild side. But spending
their honeymoon night on the run from hunters out to
finish him and his pack is sure not the kind of fun he
was looking forward to. No problem—Gage will do
whatever it takes to lay bare Kayla’s secrets and find
the truth. If he can keep from being captured by his
own seductive game . . . “Cynthia’s on my must-buy
list.” —New York Times bestselling author Angie Fox
“Laurenston continues to dazzle readers.” —RT Book
Reviews
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